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Toddler Winter Skirts 

      Shalom Mothers and soon-to-be mothers. Wintertime is here. We want to ensure our little princesses are staying       

      fashionably warm. Here are a few outfit ideas I would like to share with the mommies on how I keep my little    

      Princess Niyarah warm, modestly and with style. Niyarah is two years old but wears a 5T dress size to maintain a       

      modest dress length. The idea is layers, textures, and the use of complementary colors. 

 

Style 1 

 

     Niyarah is wearing a red turtleneck dress (Old navy), light grey ribbed sweater knit leggings (Amazon)  

     paired with an emerald green kimono (Zara), matched with a sparkling gold headwrap (Amazon) that      

     perfectly fits her gold fringes.  

 

    

                                   Later, she wears an embroidered apron to help her mommy in the kitchen.   
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Style 2 

    

 

      This outfit is fun, chic, and posh. Pink is precious for a little princess, so I decided to incorporate it     

      throughout the outfit. Niyarahs skirt (Levi Jeans) is a light wash denim with speckles of white     

      embellishments. I fringed the skirt with silver trimmings so that this skirt will transition well with other      

      outfits. Her shirt is a mauve pink sprinkled with white rectangles that pair well with her skirt, and I layered      

      it with a white faux fur vest.   Niyarah’s shoes and purse both have sparkles, so they stand out as staple       

      pairings. Lastly, I covered her head with a white knit head covering and layered it with adorable pink and       

      white cat ears.  

 

Style 3 

 

     This outfit is best for a chill, relaxing day. The top initially was a dress, but Niyarah grew so tall I decided to     

     keep it and pair it with a similar colored skirt. Both items are from Old Navy. I bought the skirt as shorts and  

     converted them into a skirt. Because the dress is fringed with grey colored trimming, I decided to pair the     

     light grey leggings to complement the piece.  
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Style 4 

     

     

     The theme for this outfit is neutral colors (grey, oatmeal, caramel). Niyarah’s hat, coat, and caramel-     

     colored shoes were all purchased at Zara. All three items are inner lined with faux fur to keep your little  

     one nice and warm during the mean season. Niyarah’s grey head wrap came as a seven-piece set  

     purchased from Amazon.  

 

Style 5  
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     This last outfit is sporty, comfy, and domestic. Niyarah is wearing a white and grey Ralph Lauren sweater.    

     Underneath are a long-john shirt with a onesie (Old Navy). I naturally would have paired this top with a grey    

     skirt: however, the black one worked just the same. Like the previous one, this skirt was originally a pair of 

     shorts, but I converted it into a skirt (Old Navy).  

 

     As a finishing touch, I used the light grey sweater ribbed knit leggings, and Niyarah decided to pair this with    

     her sparkly pink rain boots (Carters). A pop of color never hurt especially when paired with neutral colors,     

     such as black, gray, and white. 

 

                                                                     Peach and blessings. Stay warm this winter.  


